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I. INTRODUCTION

Analysing the meaning of complex concepts, such as “qual-
ity,” in large amounts of text can be very resource intensive. In
this paper we analyse blogs to better understand the concept
of quality across various domains. However, we do so utilising
an approach that requires considerable less resources.

Our approach blends an unsupervised clustering of linguistic
data found in the blogs with people’s self reported perceptions
of quality from a survey. This approach therefore sits at
the intersection of unsupervised analysis such as that of
Quinn and colleagues [1] and supervised categorisation, and to
some extent enables the crowdsourcing of this question in an
unobtrusive way by using pre-existing data with perspectives
of a large number and wide variety of individuals (blogs). Our
alternative to exhaustively building content analysis categories
for automated text analysis is to find latent topic clusters within
documents using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), a popular
generative topic modeling technique [2].

Traditional forms of content analysis are resource intensive
during pre-analysis and analysis. However, the vast majority
of effort in approaches using LDA comes after the analysis,
during the interpretation of the topic clusters. [1]. In this
paper we aim to reduce this effort by using perceptions of
quality from over 300 individuals –collected using a survey–
to group and interpret the automatically derived topics. While
this approach does not totally remove the need for human
interpretation, it effectively distributes the effort of labeling
topic clusters.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Topic modeling with LDA

Blogs discussing ‘quality’ in English were collected from
Blogspot from December 2011 to January 2000. This resulted
in 33,238 posts, containing over 19.7 million words. Closed
class words (e.g., ‘the’, ‘of’, ‘he’) were removed before
applying topic modeling.

The next step was to run LDA on the blog corpus and extract
100 topic clusters. We chose this number because it produces
enough topics to capture nuanced notions of quality, and at
the same time it is a manageable number of topics to quickly
examine, interpret and assign human-readable labels.

On the assumption that each post is a mixture of only a
handful of topics, we adjusted the parameters of the LDA
model accordingly. We then, retained the top 100 words of
each topic for subsequent analysis.

Response (+) Ave. Freq. Response (–) Ave. Freq.
score score

well made 3 22 broken -3 3
excellence 3 19 very bad -3 2
long lasting 3 15 shoddy -2.8 5
high standard 3 13 horrible -2.5 2
perfection 3 12 bad -2.1 13
luxury 3 7 flimsy -2 2
positive 3 7 poor -1.8 11
robust 3 7 time consuming -1.8 4
perfect 3 6 low -1.6 5
value for money 3 6 made in china -1.5 2

TABLE I
HUMAN RATED QUALITY WORDS

B. Reported perceptions of quality

The clusters produced by the LDA model do not necessarily
correspond to what people would consider to be topics. Indeed,
some of these “topics” may be framings of larger topics –
giving an additional perspective or opinion on a subject– as
opposed to genuinely distinct topics ([1], cf. [3]). Because we
are interested in topics discussing the concept of ‘quality,’ we
also collected words and short phrases that relate to different
aspects of quality, which were manually categorised. 342
participants gave a total of 1684 responses (words/phrases),
a mean of 4.9 responses each. In Table I we present the 10
most strongly rated positive and negative responses based upon
their average scores.

We then grouped items according to their semantic similar-
ity; Items (words/phrases) with a frequency of at least 2 were
retained, giving a total of 395 items which were then grouped
into categories by text and content analysts. Categories with
fewer than five items were excluded (3 categories). This
process resulted in 20 categories relating to quality (shown
in Table II).

C. Similarity between Topics and Human Classifications

To understand which categories of quality (Table II) related
to particular topics, we computed the similarity between all the
words in each of the quality categories and the top 100 words
of each topic using Latent Semantic Analysis. The semantic
space used was trained on the same blogs in order to better
represent the relationships found in our data; Topics were
considered to be related to a human coded quality category if
their similarity score was greater than two standard deviations
from the mean similarity. Overall 48 of the 100 blog topics



Category Items Example category items No.
Topics

Evaluation 40 good quality, excellence, exceptional 14
Value 33 worth the money, high value, class 13
Appearance 25 ergonomic, fashionable, image 8
Detail 6 attention to detail, craftsmanship,

meticulous 8
Substance 30 materials used, thickness, weight 7
Application 27 safe, practical, performance 4
Authenticity 16 pure, exclusive, originality 4
Accuracy 18 correct, well thought out, accuracy 3
Process 16 process, well produced, organised 3
Trust 7 honesty, trusted, integrity 3
Ethics 5 thoughtful, fair, respect 3
Assurance 37 calibre, audit, guarantee 2
Product 13 functional, effective, complete 2
Feeling 11 care, passion, happiness 2
Comparative 16 premium, finest, better than normal 1
Resilience 30 stands the test of time, durability,

classic 0
Individual 15 skills, character, individual 0
New 10 state of the art, modern, interesting 0
Reputation 10 reputable, recommended, status 0
Reliability 5 reliability, dependable, confidence 0

TABLE II
HUMAN CODED QUALITY CATEGORIES.

related to one or more human coded categories. The number
of topics relating to each human coded category is shown in
column 4 of Table II; an example of the topics most frequently
relating to concerns of bloggers (the domains of imaging,
food, and scholarship) are shown in Table III (their related
human coded categories are listed in column 3); we use these
to provide an initial evaluation of our method.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Examining briefly our human rated and coded data (Ta-
bles II and III), we note that the self-report data provides
a large variety of quality concepts which match a number
of competing theoretical and experimental constructions of
quality (product-based, manufacturing-based, absolutist). This
suggests, as expected, that quality is simultaneously perceived
from a variety of perspectives making its understanding and
measurement difficult without more concrete contexts. We
therefore use our quality concepts as a way to frame quality-
related blog topics, providing a more concrete context in which
to view aspects of quality.

In doing so, we observe several patterns in the data, that
are in line with previous research on quality (c.f. [4]), across
the three most popular domains (Table III):

The first, topics concerned with scholarship and writing,
span four topic clusters: Of these, the first focuses mainly
on universities and research (Topic 49) and relates to quality
issues attention to detail and craftsmanship (Detail), but also
value for money (Value) and image (Appearance); a more
detailed topic (Topic 24) which discusses articles, questions
and examples apparently in the context of scientific writing
also relates to detail and craftsmanship (Detail), whereas
a topic discussing science (apparently Genetics; Topic 25)
relates to Evaluation. We also note a fourth (Topic 22) which

although related to writing, is concerned with fiction.
The second, discussions of food, occur across three topics:

One being desserts and their ingredients (Topic 48) which
views quality in terms of excellence (Evaluation); A more
general cookery topic (Topic 39) discusses quality in terms
of what is better or premium (Comparative); However, when
talking about Asian food and restaurants (Topic 14), here
quality is discussed in terms of excellence (Evaluation), but
also in terms of function (Product).

Finally in discussions about imaging, we note that the gen-
eral discussion of cameras and features (Topic 53) relates to
cost (Value), but more detailed discussions of camera features
relates to the actual usage and performance (Application;
Topic 96). The similar topic of images and image libraries
(Topic 56) is concerned with excellence and their properties
(Evaluation and Substance).

We believe that these results validate our approach and
provide additional insight into the meaning of a complex
concept such as “quality.”
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Topic Top topic words (first ten items in black) Related hand coded
no. quality categories

22 book writing read story books s reading novel stories writers fiction author writer write Substance
24 s one quality only two point even also fact question example article rather case number of Detail
25 dna magic level caps player agent guild client mike eclipse simulation sequence genome spe Evaluation
49 research university science paper papers conference journal library open information acces Appearance, Detail,

Value
14 fish rice food sushi dish restaurant chicken sauce fried soup dishes japanese taste duck s Evaluation, Product
39 add cup recipe minutes oil water salt pan heat then use cooking flour cook sauce make bowl Comparative
48 chocolate cake cream ice sugar cheese butter vanilla sweet taste fruit milk made flavor br Evaluation
0 tv p hd picture s lcd screen hdtv quality lg resolution digital television full hdmi techn Appearance, Evaluation,

Process
53 camera digital s canon cameras x d image sony sensor mode zoom iso flash lens shooting shu Value
56 public domain free copyright clip art images moon resolution clipart sun high library spac Evaluation, Substance
96 mm lens f lenses camera d nikon m canon focus use leica cameras image used very using pana Application

TABLE III
SELECTED TOPICS (SCHOLARSHIP, FOOD, IMAGING) AND THEIR RELATION TO THE HUMAN CODED QUALITY CATEGORIES USED FOR FRAMING


